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La Cristianit In Frantumi Europa
Christian Doidge has revealed how Covid-19 left him confined to his bed for seven days and unable to train for weeks.However, the Hibs frontman
says he is still determined to feature in Thursday’s ...
Christian Doidge aims to feature in European tie for Hibernian
Thomas Tuchel said the decision to use Christian Pulisic as a wing-back vs Arsenal was part of the preparation for the UEFA Super Cup clash vs
Villarreal.
Chelsea boss Tuchel hints at Christian Pulisic plan ahead of Super Cup clash vs Villarreal
It was an impressive performance from the Dons with the American striker and Jonny Hayes on target at Pittodrie.
3 talking points as Christian Ramirez on target again to get Aberdeen off to a flyer against dismal Dundee United
Aberdeen boss Stephen Glass is set to let United States international striker Christian Ramirez loose against BK Hacken.
Aberdeen striker Christian Ramirez to be let loose in Euro tie against BK Hacken
Stephen Glass says Aberdeen "won't get carried away" despite almost sealing their place in the next round of the Europa Conference League with a
dominant win over Hacken.
Aberdeen 5-1 Hacken: Lewis Ferguson brace in Europa Conference League win
Christian Pulisic was reunited with former Borussia Dortmund manager Thomas Tuchel, who guided Chelsea to a top-four finish, an FA Cup final and
Champions League triumph ...
Christian Pulisic issues warning to Chelsea's Premier League title rivals
Aberdeen secured European progress on their return to rain-soaked Gothenburg if not the glory night of their previous visit. The Dons moved into
the third qualifying round of the Europa Conference ...
Result: BK Hacken 2-0 Aberdeen: Scottish outfit progress in Europa Conference League despite defeat
Jack Ross' side will now head to Estadi Nacional for next Thursday's second qualifying round second leg confident of reaching the next stage, when
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they are likely to meet Croatians HNK Rijeka.
Hibernian 3-0 Santa Coloma: Martin Boyle brace and Kevin Nisbet strike earn Jack Ross' side first leg victory in Europa Conference
League second qualifying round
Chelsea and Villarreal will be backed by 13,000 fans in next month’s UEFA Super Cup final in Belfast. The Irish FA, UEFA and the Northern Ireland
executive and the association have decided on the ...
UEFA Super Cup: 13,000 fans permitted to watch Chelsea FC vs Villarreal clash in Belfast
Lewis Ferguson was a post’s width away from a hat-trick as Aberdeen treated their fans to a new European glory night on their return to Pittodrie.
The midfielder enjoyed his first game playing ...
Lewis Ferguson at the double as Aberdeen stroll to victory in Europa Conference
Aberdeen progress through to the next round of Europa Conference League qualifying, even though they were defeated 2-0 by Hacken. The Dons
brought a healthy lead to Gothenburg following their 5-1 ...
Hacken 2 Aberdeen 0 as Stephen Glass' side survive Europa Conference League scare to reach third qualifying round
Scott Allan hasn’t traveled with Hibs for their second leg clash with Santa Coloma. Jack Ross’ team are 3-0 up from their League first leg against the
Andorrans and will progress to the next round ...
Scott Allan is Hibs absentee in Andorra but Jack Ross set to reintroduce trio for second leg
Ross McCrorie is convinced the new striker pair in the Granite City can help the Dons create a season to remember.
The Christian Ramirez and JET Aberdeen training glimpses fans should be very excited about
A goal scoring No 9. Aberdeen have dreamed of one of those for a while now and it looks like Christian Ramirez could be the answer to their fans’
prayers.
Christian Ramirez - shades of Mark McGhee in sparkling debut as Aberdeen hit five
Declan Gallagher insists he is ready to help Aberdeen make history and progress in European competition this season. The Dons face BK Hacken in
the first ...
Declan Gallagher out to help Aberdeen make history in Europa Conference League
Match report as Jonny Hayes and Christian Ramirez are on target in each half against Dundee United at Pittodrie; Aberdeen win in their opening
Scottish Premiership game of the season ...
Aberdeen 2-0 Dundee United: Jonny Hayes and Christian Ramirez score for Dons in Scottish Premiership opener
REGARDLESS of the result it was never going to be a European night in Gothenburg to rival that in 1983 for Aberdeen. But it turned into a much ...
Aberdeen progress in Europa Conference League despite night to forget in Gothenburg
Christian Ramirez believes the return of the Aberdeen support to Pittodrie played a large role in helping the Dons inflict a 5-1 thumping on BK
Hacken.
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Christian Ramirez: Returning Red Army were catalyst for emphatic European victory
Confident Christian Doidge says Hibs are feeling good so far this season - so good he has tipped them to finish above one of Rangers or Celtic in
second place. The hitman is set to feature against ...
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